
Our company is looking to fill the role of business analysts. Thank you in advance
for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward
to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for business analysts

Apply facility and physician claims analytical / quantitative capabilities to
identify claims payment aberrations or patterns
Knows how to obtain and use healthcare claims/financial data, and
comfortable with related statistical concepts
Able to use data analytic expertise to assist in the development of enhanced
payment integrity fraud, waste and abuse analytic tools, reporting capability
and value
Utilize one’s strong interpersonal skills to work with all levels of management
across all functional areas, , business partners through internal entities
Plan the Business Analysis to define system scopes and requirements,
monitor and manage changes to the project scope or deliverables
Perform complex capacity planning and monitoring in multiple business and
information technology functions
Gather requirements and analyze by facilitating requirements meetings for
moderately complex projects
Consider latest technologies and new approaches to designs and
implementation of new systems
Prioritize business and enterprise demands and ensure that changes are
approved by stakeholders through Requirements Management and
Communication
Perform Enterprise Analysis by conducting studies, gathering information,
brainstorming, innovating and creating to determine most feasible solution
alternatives and liaise between business and technology to translate tactical
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Qualifications for business analysts

Good communication and persuasion skills with an ability to translate
technical analysis into business insights
Familiarity with traditional regression modeling and other machine learning
algorithms, for example, gradient boosted machine learning (GBM), K nearest
neighbor (KNN), collaborative filtering
Ability to learn our Big Data tools and platforms (Hadoop, Pig, Hive, Spark,
Python, Scala) through on the job training
Degree in Banking/Finance, Business, Marketing, Mathematics/Statistics or
related disciplines
Basic knowledge in Business Intelligence tools
Must have excellent communication, facilitation, and team-building skills


